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The paper studies quadratic Hamiltonian centers surrounded by a separatrix con-
tour having a form of a triangle. It is proved that in this situation the cyclicity of
the period annulus under quadratic perturbations is equal to three.  1996 Academic
Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
In this paper we investigate the number of limit cycles for small quad-
ratic perturbations of quadratic Hamiltonian systems
x* =Hy+=f (x, y, =),
(1)
y* =&Hx+=g(x, y, =).
We consider the case known as the Hamiltonian triangle, i.e. when H has
the form H=l1 l2 l3 with lj=aj x+bj y+cj . Since the study of limit cycles
close to critical points of quadratic systems done by Bautin [2] about fifty
years ago, it is well known that the center surrounded by a triangle is the
unique one among the quadratic Hamiltonian centers having cyclicity
three. The result of Bautin relies upon a detailed study of the displacement
function near critical points of a center or focus type. In a recent paper
Z4 o*a dek [8] investigated, among other, the displacement function far from
critical points for small quadratic perturbations of the Hamiltonian tri-
angle. The Hamiltonian triangle is the unique case belonging to the inter-
section of three types of quadratic centers QH3 , Q
LV
3 and Q
R
3 , see [8] for the
corresponding definitions. Taking variables in which H= 12xy(1&x& y),
Z4 o*a dek proved the following result.
Lemma [8]. For small quadratic perturbations, the number of limit
cycles in (1) ( produced by the period annulus) is equal to the number of
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zeros in the interval (0, 154) of the function J(h), where J=+1J1++2J2+
+3 J3++4J4 , and
J1(h)=||
H>h
(x+ y) dx dy,
J2(h)=||
H>h
(x& y)2 (x+ y)
xy
dx dy,
J3(h)=||
H>h
(x& y)(x+ y)[(x+ y) ln(xy)&2(x& y)]
xy
dx dy,
J4(h)=
1
h ||H>h (x& y)
4 dx dy.
As mentioned in [8], the integral J3(h) is not an Abelian integral and at
first sight the problem of counting the number of zeros of the function J
seems to be desperate. In spite of that, the author [7] calculated (by inde-
pendent method influenced by [5]) the first three Melnikov functions for
(1) with f , g depending on x, y only, taking a coordinate system in which
H=x[ y2&(x&3)2]. The result was:
M1(h)=;1 I0(h);
M2(h)=:2 I&1(h)+;2I0(h) (provided M1(h)#0);
M3(h)=:3 I&1(h)+\;3+#3h + I0(h)
+
$3
h
I
*
(h) (provided M1(h)#M2(h)#0).
In the above formulas, :k etc. are constants determined explicitly by the
perturbation and
Ik(h)=|
H=h
xky dx, I
*
(h)=|
H=h
y(x&1) ln x dx, h # [&4, 0] (2)
(the integration is along the oval $(h) contained in [H=h]). We recall
that the Melnikov functions Mk(h) are the coefficients of the expansion in
= of the displacement function d(=, h) for (1):
d(=, h)==M1(h)+=2M2(h)+=3M3(h)+ } } }
The function d(=, h) is defined on a section 7 to the flow, which is
parameterized by the Hamiltonian value h.
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The formula for M2 is derived explicitly in [7], but the calculation of M3
is so lengthy that we only have presented there the final result. However,
once having this final formula in our hands, we can try to use the informa-
tion it contains in order to express the function J(h) from the above lemma
in a more convenient form. This is done in the appendix at the end of the
present paper, simply changing the variables and inspecting the obtained
integrals. We get that the functions Jk(h) above can be presented as linear
combinations of I0 , h&1I0 , I&1 and h&1I*. Finally, it is relevant to expresshI&1(h) through I0 and I2 . Therefore we can reformulate the lemma stated
above as follows:
Lemma. For small =, the number of limit cycles in (1) that emerge from
the center and the period annulus altogether is equal to the number of zeros
in the interval [&4, 0) of the function I(h)I0(h), where
I(h)=$I
*
(h)+:I2(h)+(;h+#) I0(h) (3)
and the corresponding integrals are given by (2).
The advantage of (3) compared with the formula for J from [8] is
twofold. First, (3) contains only three independent integrals which is the
crucial fact allowing us to find the number of zeros and the corresponding
limit cycles in (1). Second, we can consider the integral I
*
appearing in (3)
as the limit
I
*
(h)= lim
+  0
I1++(h)&I+(h)
+
.
It is not hard to prove that the integrals Ik++ , k=0, 1, 2 satisfy third order
PicardFuchs system. Taking a limit, this yields that the integrals I
*
, I2
and I0 also satisfy third order PicardFuchs system. An important conse-
quence of this fact is that I"(h) and I"0(h) satisfy PicardFuchs system of
order two. Hence their ratio is a solution of a Riccati equation. Using this
equation we are able to prove that the function I"(h) has no more than two
zeros and hence I(h) has no more than four zeros, one of them always
being h= &4 (that is the critical level corresponding to the center). There-
fore the ratio I(h)I0(h) has no more than three zeros in [&4, 0) which
gives a bound three for the number of limit cycles in (1) for = small. Thus
we obtain the main result of the present paper:
Theorem. For small =, the maximum number of limit cycles in (1) which
emerge from the center and the period annulus altogether is equal to three.
Concerning the cyclicity under quadratic perturbations of the triangle
polycycle itself, recent results were obtained in [9].
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The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we derive the needed
PicardFuchs equations and relations satisfied by the integrals Ik and I*.
We also study here the asymptotic behaviour of several integrals and ratios
of integrals near the endpoints of the interval [&4, 0]. Such asymptotic
expansions are usually obtained by using PicardLefschetz formula [1],
but instead of that we prefer here to apply more direct calculation methods.
Using the results from Section 2, in Section 3 we prove that the ratio
I(h)I0(h) can have at most three zeros. As already mentioned above, in the
appendix we establish the connection between the integrals Jk and Ik and,
for a completeness, also give a detailed proof of the asymptotics of I
*
, I2 ,
I0 near h=0 which we use throughout the paper.
2. PicardFuchs Equations and Basic Relations
We begin our investigation by a technical lemma giving alternative
expressions for the integrals Jk , k=1, 2, 3, 4. Perform a change of the
variables which transforms the Hamiltonian H= 12xy(1&x& y) into the
form H=x[ y2&(x&3)2]. This is given analytically by (x, y, H, h) 
(x1 , y1 , H1 , h1), where
x1=3&3x&3y, y1=3x&3y,
H1(x1 , y1)=&216H(x, y), h1=&216h. (4)
Then keeping the previous notation: x instead of x1 , etc., we obtain by a
direct computation presented in the appendix, that the following assertion
takes place:
Lemma 1. In the new coordinates, the following relations between the
integrals Jk and Ik hold:
J1= &
1
27
I0 ,
J2=
1
9
(I0&I&1),
J3=
1
2
I&1+\ 43h&
1
6+ I0&
2
h
I
*
,
J4=
3
5
I&1+\ 45h&
2
5+ I0 .
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The proof of Lemma 1 uses several relations between Ik(h), which will be
also useful in the rest of the paper. The first one is the identity I0(h)#I1(h),
which reflects the geometry of the ovals $(h). (For any h, the point C(h)=
(I1(h)I0(h), 0) is the center of mass of a domain bounded by $(h). Per-
forming an affine change, we can assume this domain has a rotational
invariance of order 3; hence C(h) coincides with the center C(&4)=(1, 0)
of the Hamiltonian system dH=0.)
Another recurrence formulas can be easily obtained with the help of the
identity
|
$(h)
xkR$y dx=&
2k
3 |$(h) x
k&1Ry dx with R=
h
x
+(x&3)2 (5)
which yields
(2k+6) Ik+1=6(2k+3) Ik&18kIk&1&(2k&3) hIk&2. (6)
Using (6), we get in particular the next relations we need
10I3=42I2&(h+36) I0 ,
10I4=144I2&(7h+162) I0 ,
(7)
14I5=(648&5h) I2&(39h+810) I0 ,
hI&1=8I2&12I0 .
Similarly, the identities
I $k(h)=|
$(h)
xk&1
2y
dx, |
$(h)
xk
2y
R$ dx=&kIk&1 , |
$(h)
xk
2y
R dx=
1
2
Ik
yield
hI $k&1&2I $k+2+6I $k+1=kIk&1 , hI $k+I $k+3&6I $k+2+9I $k+1= 12Ik .
(8)
Note that formulas (6), (8) hold for any real k.
The next step is to derive a Picard-Fuchs system satisfied by the integrals
I
*
, I2 and I0 .
Lemma 2. The vector-function I=col(I
*
, I2 , I0) satisfies the following
system
h &2 h+6
I=A(h) I$, where A(h)=\0 (34)(h&6) (32)(h+9)+ . (9)0 &3 (32)(h+6)
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Proof. Observing that Ik++  Ik , k # Z, +&1(I1++&I+)  I* as +  0
and that the same is true for their derivatives, the needed system can be
obtained by taking a limit +  0 in the system satisfied by Ik++ , k=0, 1, 2,
+{0. The latter may be derived in a standard manner from (6), (8). In
fact, we can proceed as follows. We have by (8)
(1++) I+=hI $+&2I $3+++6I $2++ ,
(10)
I1++=2hI $1+++2I $4++&12I $3+++18I $2++ .
Further, using (6) with k=2++, 3++, we get the expressions
(10+2+) I3++=6(7+2+) I2++&18(2++) I1++&(1+2+) hI+ ,
(60+22++2+2) I4++=54(16+8+++2) I2++&3(9+20++4+2) hI+
&[54(18+13++2+2)+(15+13++2+2) h] I1++ .
(11)
After we replace these expressions in (10) and set I1++=I+++D* in the
obtained equations we get
(2++) I+=(3h+18) I $++18+D$*&6I $2++ ,
(12+2+++2) I++(15++8+2++3) D*
=[54(2++)+(18+9+) h] I $+
+[54(2+++2)+(15++3+2) h] D$
*
&18(2++) I $2++ . (12)
We multiply now the first equation in (12) by &6 and add to the second
one. Next divide the resulting equation by + and take a limit +  0 in the
obtained system. We get
2I0=(3h+18) I $0&6I $2 ,
(13)
&4I0+15I*=(9h+54) I $0+15hI $*&18I $2 .
The third equation we need can be derived by replacing I4 , I5 from (7) into
the first equation of (8), setting there k=3. The result is
20I2&12I0=(15h&54) I $2+(12h+162) I $0 . (14)
Solving (13), (14) with respect to I=(I
*
, I2 , I0), we obtain (9). Lemma 2
is proved.
Using Lemma 2, we have immediately
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Lemma 3. (i) The function v(h)=I2(h)I0(h) satisfies the Riccati
equation
3h(h+4) v$=&8v2+(2h+36) v&(4h+36). (15)
(ii) The function w0(h)=I"*(h)I"0(h) satisfies the Riccati equation
3h(h+4) w$= &hw2+3hw&(2h+8). (16)
(iii) The following identities hold:
hI"
*
+4I"2&2(h+6) I"0=0,
(17)
&6I"2+3(h+6) I"0+I $0=0.
Proof. Assertion (i) follows immediately from the second and third
equations of (9). To prove (iii), we differentiate (9). Then the first and the
third equation yield (17). To prove (ii), we differentiate (9) once again and
eliminate I2 from the system, making use of (17). This yields a second order
linear system for I"
*
, I"0 and hence a Riccati equation for their ratio. The
lemma is proved.
We intend to apply now Lemma 2 to obtain the asymptotics of the
integrals we deal with near the critical level h=&4 which corresponds to
the centre of the unperturbed system dH=0.
Lemma 4. The following expansions hold near h=&4, with a0=
I $0(&4)<0:
I
*
=a0[ 112 (h+4)
2+ 111296 (h+4)
3+ 10993312 (h+4)
4+ } } } ],
I2=a0[h+4+ 19(h+4)
2+ 171944 (h+4)
3+ 455419904 (h+4)
4+ } } } ], (18)
I0=a0[h+4+ 136(h+4)
2+ 51944 (h+4)
3+ 35104976 (h+4)
4+ } } } ].
Proof. As I (&4)=0, system (9) yields A(&4) I$(&4)=0 which
gives the first terms in the series (18). Differentiating (9) and applying the
same procedure, we determine successively all needed terms.
In the following lemma we find the asymptotic behaviour near the other
critical point h=0 corresponding to the separatrix triangle.
Lemma 5. The following asymptotic expansions hold near h=0:
I
*
=&6& 16h ln
2 |h|+ } } } ,
I2=& 272 +
3
2h ln |h|+ } } } , (19)
I0=&9+ 12 h ln |h|+ } } } .
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Lemma 5 can be proved by using PicardLefschetz formula [1], see for
example [6]. For completeness, we give in the appendix a direct proof
of (19).
Corollary. (i) The following asymptotic expansions hold near
h=&4:
I
*
+:I2
I0
=:+
:+1
12
(h+4)+
5:+8
1296
(h+4)2+ } } } ,
I $
*
+:I $2
I $0
=:+
:+1
6
(h+4)+
4:+7
432
(h+4)2+ } } } , (20)
I"
*
+:I"2
I"0
=4:+3+
1&2:
12
(h+4)+
17&10:
1296
(h+4)2+ } } } .
(ii) The following asymptotic expansions hold near h=0:
I
*
+:I2
I0
=
9:+4
6
+
h
54
ln2 |h|+ } } } ,
I $
*
+:I $2
I $0
=&
1
3
ln |h|+ } } } , (21)
I"
*
+:I"2
I"0
=&
2
3
ln |h|+ } } } .
The proof follows by straightforward calculations making use of
(18), (19).
3. Proof of the Main Result
We begin our analysis by noticing that, by Lemma 1, the function
I(h)=hJ(h) can be expressed as a linear combination of I
*
, I0 , hI0 and
hI&1. Therefore using the last equation in (7), we get (3).
The rest of this section is devoted to prove the following theorem:
Theorem 1. The ratio I(h)I0(h) has at most three zeros in [&4, 0),
counting the multiplicity.
This theorem in combination with the lemma we formulated in the intro-
duction based on the result of Z4 o*a dek [8] sets up a bound three for the
number of limit cycles in (1), emerging for small = from both the center and
the period annulus of the unperturbed system. The proof of Theorem 1 is
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split into several steps. As outlined in the introduction, we can derive
Theorem 1 from the following assertion:
Assertion 1. The second derivative I"(h) has at most two zeros in
[&4, 0) (counting multiplicities).
Being proved, this assertion yields that I$(h) has at most three zeros and
I(h) has no more than four zeros in [&4, 0). Since I(&4)=0, the ratio II0
can have at most three zeros and Theorem 1 follows. It is not hard to see
however that Assertion 1 does not hold for all points from the parameter
space. There are sectors in this space where I" can have three zeros in
[&4, 0). Fortunately, one can use more direct arguments in these cases in
showing that II0 has even at most two zeros. We begin the proof of
Theorem 1 by considering the special case when $=0 in (3). The following
lemma implies that the ratio II0 has at most two zeros in this case.
Lemma 6. The ratio v(h)=I2(h)I0(h) is increasing and strictly convex in
[&4, 0).
Proof. Taking into account only the terms containing : in the first
equations of (20), (21), we obtain that
v(h)=1+ 112 (h+4)+
5
1296 (h+4)
2+ } } } , v(h)= 32+o(h)
near h=&4 and h=0 respectively. Then using Lemma 3 (i), we see that
in the phase portrait of the equation (15) the separatrix of the saddle
(&4, 1) (representing the graph of v(h)) lies below the isocline dvdh=0 in
the strip &4<h<0. This allows to obtain the inequality 1v(h)32 and
the monotonicity of v(h). Next we differentiate (15) to show the convexity
of v(h) (cf. [4, Lemma 3.4]).
Therefore we can assume below without loss of generality that $=1 in
(3), so I=I
*
+:I2+(;h+#) I0 . Let us differentiate I twice and eliminate
I"2 , I $0 making use of (17). One obtains
I"=\1&:+12;4 h+ I"*+\
:+2;
2
h+3:+#+ I"0 . (22)
This formula shows that the number of zeros of I" equals the number of
intersection points between the graphs of the ratio w0(h)=I"*(h)I"0(h) and
the hyperbola
d(h)=
(2:+4;) h+12:+4#
(:+12;) h&4
(23)
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in [&4, 0) (we have to point out that I"0 does not vanish being the
derivative of the period function [3]). To determine the number of inter-
section points, we are going to find the number of contact points of d(h)
with the flow in (16), rewritten as a system in the (h, w)-plane
h4 =3h(h+4),
(24)
w* = &hw2+3hw&(2h+8).
The third equation in (20) used with :=0 yields that the graph of w0(h)
coincides with the stable separatrix on the right of the saddle S=(&4, 3)
in (24) (see Fig. 1). Let us denote by 10 the curve in the (h, w)-plane con-
sisting of the saddle point and the points on both of the stable separatrices.
It is not hard to see that 10 can be considered as a graph of a function
defined in (&, 0) which we denote again by w0(h). The geometry of 10
is explained in the following lemma.
Lemma 7. The function w0(h) is increasing and strictly convex for h<0
and takes values in the range (2, ).
Proof. By (21), w0(h)   as h  0. Consider the horizontal isoclines
G\ going through the saddle S and the node N=(&4, 0) respectively. G+
Fig. 1. Phase portrait of the system (24) and geometry of the curve 10 .
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is given analytically by G+=[(h, w): h=&8[(w&1)(w&2)], w>2]
(G& is given by the same formula, with w<1). The corresponding function
w+(h) having G+ as a graph is clearly strictly increasing in (&, 0) and
w+(&)=2. We have w$+(&4)=16 and, by (20), w$0(&4)=112. This
gives immediately that w0(h) is a strictly increasing function satisfying
w0(&)=2 (clearly 10 cannot meat G&). To prove the convexity of
w0(h), we proceed as in Lemma 6. Indeed, by (20) with :=0, w0 is convex
in a neighborhood of the saddle. Supposing there exists h # (&4, 0) such
that w"0(h)>0 for h # (&4, h ) and w"0(h )=0, then by differentiating (16)
twice one obtains
3h (h +4) w0$$$(h )=&2w$0(h )[h w$0(h )+2w0(h )].
On the other hand, (16) yields 3h w$0(h )+2=h w0(h )(3&w0(h ))(h +4)>0.
Therefore w0$$$(h )>0 which contradicts the choice of h . The case h < &4 is
considered similarly. Lemma 7 is proved.
Our next goal will be to establish that the function w(h)=I
*
(h)I0(h) is
strictly convex. If proven, this will imply (having in mind Lemma 6) that
(I
*
+:I2)I0 is strictly convex for any nonnegative :. Hence II0 can have
at most two zeros in this case.
Lemma 8. The function w(h)=I
*
(h)I0(h) is increasing and strictly con-
vex in [&4, 0).
Proof. We proceed to prove first that w(h) is strictly increasing in
(&4, 0). Denote w1(h)=I $*(h)I $0(h). By (20) with :=0, we have forh+4>0 small enough that w0(h)>w1(h)>w(h)>0 and w$1(h)>0,
w$(h)>0. Further, the condition w$1(h0)=0 is equivalent to w1(h0)=
w0(h0). However, by Lemma 7, w0 is increasing and the local data near
h=&4 show that such an equality is impossible. Therefore w1(h) is
increasing. Repeating the same procedure with w0 , w1 replaced by w1 , w we
obtain w(h) is strictly increasing. Note also that 0w(h)23. In order to
establish that w is convex, it is sufficient to prove that the function w(h)+
;h+# has at most two zeros in [&4, 0) for any negative ;, #. For this, it
suffices to prove that the function I" in (22) (with :=0 there) can have at
most one zero in [&4, 0). Therefore we have to show that the equation
w0(h)=d0(h)#(;h+#)(3;h&1) has at most one solution in [&4, 0),
provided ;<0, #<0. The hyperbolic function d0 has as its asymptotes the
lines h=1(3;) and w=13. Therefore 10 (the graph of w0(h)) can intersect
only the upper branch of the hyperbola. Denote it by H+ . If #=&13 then
d0 is the constant 13 and hence I" has at most one zero. If 3#+1<0, then
d0 decreases and the same conclusion is true. If 3#+1>0 and 12;+10,
then H+ is in the half-plane h< &4 and therefore the equation w0=d0 has
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no zeros &4 in this case. It remains to consider the case ;<&112,
&13<#<0. Consider the equation for the contact points between H+
and the flow in (24). Namely,
0=
d
dt
(w&d0(h)) }w=d0=(w* &h4 d $0) | w=d0=P(h)(3;h&1)
2
where P is the cubic polynomial
P(h)=&10;2h3+4;(3+4#&18;) h2+(60;+36;#&#2&3#&2) h&8.
(25)
Taking into account that S # 10 we see that, on H+, the number of inter-
section points with 10 does not exceed the number of contact points with
(24). Using the geometric properties and the relative positions of 10 and
H+ we conclude that they have an odd number of intersections, say n (see
Fig. 2). By (25), either n=1 or n=3. Assuming n=3 then H+ will have
three contact points with (24). This is however impossible because the
Fig. 2. The location of the contact points on the hyperbola.
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lower branch of the hyperbola H& also has a contact point in the con-
sidered case. Indeed, an easy computation yields that
P(0)=&8 and P \ 13;+=(3#+1) \4&
3#&8
27; +>0
and hence there is a contact point to the right of the vertical asymptote of
H+ , that is on H& . Thus n=1 which proves the lemma.
As mentioned above, together Lemmas 6 and 8 prove Theorem 1 for the
case :0. To finish the proof, we establish below that Assertion 1 holds
for negative :.
Lemma 9. Assertion 1 holds for :<0 and any ;, #.
Proof. A part of the proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 8. As
above, denote by H\ two branches of the hyperbola defined by (23).
Denote for short a=(:+2;)2, b=3:+#, c=(:+12;)4. Then d(h)=
(ah+b)(ch&1) and its asymptotes are respectively the lines w=ac and
h=1c. If c=0, then d(h) is a linear function. If a+bc0 then d(h) does
not increase. By Lemma 7, in both cases I" has at most two zeros. Suppose
a+bc<0. Then d(h) increases and therefore 10 cannot intersect H+ and
H& simultaneously. As H& is concave, it remains to show that the part of
10 that lie in the half-plane h&4 can intersect H+ in at most two points
(counting multiplicity). Let first &14c<0. Then H+ lies in the half-plane
h<&4. Assume that c<& 14. Then the argument from the last part of the
proof of Lemma 8 applies. The equation for the contact points between H\
and the flow in (24) reads P(h)(ch&1)2=0 where P is the polynomial
P(h)=&(a2&3ac+2c2) h3+(6bc&2ab&8c2+4c) h2
+(12a+12bc+16c&b2&3b&2) h&8.
The condition :<0 is equivalent to c>3a, hence the horizontal asymptote
of H\ lies above the line w= 13. We have
P(0)=&8 and P \1c+=c&3(a+bc)(12c2+3c&a&bc)>0.
Therefore the lower branch H& contains a contact point and H+ has at
most two such points. The saddle on 10 leads to at most two intersection
points of H+ with 10 and Assertion 1 follows.
Assume that c>0. The horizontal asymptote of H\ lies below the line
w= 13 in this case. The relative positions of 10 and H+ imply they have an
even number of intersections. Those cannot be four, since the presence of
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S forces the contact points to be also four, which is impossible. Unfor-
tunately, this argument works only if H+ goes above the node N=(&4, 0)
and fails otherwise. The condition d(&4)>0 is equivalent to 4a>b. There-
fore we need a different approach for the region determined by a+bc<0,
c>0, 4ab. We can proceed as follows.
Denote wc(h)=(I"*+4cI"2)I"0 . Using the first equation in (17), we
obtain
wc(h)=(1&ch) w0(h)+2ch+12c (26)
(we recall that w0=I"* I"0). Therefore we can express (22) as
I"(h)I"0(h)=wc(h)+(a&2c) h+b&12c (27)
and, by (16) and (26), wc satisfies Riccati equation
3h(h+4)(1&ch) w$=&hw2&(2ch&12c&3) hw+(16c2+4c) h2
+(4c&2) h&8 (28)
and the corresponding system
h4 =3h(h+4)(1&ch),
(29)
w* = &hw2&(2ch&12c&3) hw+(16c2+4c) h2+(4c&2) h&8.
By (20), the graph of wc(h), h # (&4, 0) coincides with the stable separatrix
of the saddle point S=(&4, 16c+3) of (29). Denote it by 1c . We intend
to prove that 1c is convex at all points where it increases. More precisely,
we will show that there exists a value h0 # [&4, 0) such that wc(h) is
strictly decreasing in [&4, h0) and strictly increasing and convex in (h0 , 0).
Provided this is established, we obtain that (27) will have at most two
zeros in [&4, 0) (because 2c&a>0) and hence Assertion 1 follows. Note
that, by (20), wc(h) is not necessarily convex at the points of decreasing.
Consider the horizontal isocline of (29). It is determined by the equation
G(h, w)=0, where G is the function in the right-hand side of (28). Further,
denote by G+ the upper branch of G and by G+(h), h<0 the correspond-
ing function. We have G+(h)t2(&h2)&12 as h  0, G+(h)t &2ch+
4c+1&(16c+10)h as h  &. This implies that G+ is strictly convex.
We next compute G$+(&4)=(1&8c)6. On the other hand the last equa-
tions in (20) and (21) yield w$c(&4)=(1&8c)12, wc(h)t&(23) ln |h| as
h  0. These local data together yield the following: (1) if c18, then
wc(h) increases in (&4, 0) (if c=18 we need also to use the next terms in
the asymptotics); (2) if c>18, then there is h0 # (&4, 0) such that wc(h)
is decreasing in (&4, h0) and increasing in (h0 , 0) (see Fig. 3). It remains
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only to show that wc(h) is convex in (h0 , 0), where we put h0=&4 in case
(1). For this, we proceed as in Lemma 6 above. Using the last equation in
(20) if c18, and (28) if c>18, we get w"c(h0)>0. Assume that there
exists h # (h0 , 0) such that wc"(h )=0 and wc"(h)>0 for all h # [h0 , h ). Then,
by (28), 3h (h +4)(1&ch ) wc$$$(h )=V(h ), where
V(h )=4c(8c+2&w )+2w $(5ch +24c&2w &h w $),
w =wc(h ), w $=wc$(h ).
We wish to prove that V(h )<0, which will contradict the choice of h . As
w $>0, it suffices to show that V1=8c+2&w <0 and V2=5ch +24c&
2w &h w $<0. First, one has G(h, 12c+2)=&8(ch&1)2<0. Therefore G+
lies above the line w=12c+2 which implies (see Fig. 3) that w >12c+2
and V1<0. Next, replacing w $ from (28), V2<0 is tantamount to (we omit
for short the bar)
F(h, w)=&hw2&[8ch2+(12c&9) h&24] w+15c2h3+(148c2&11c) h2
+(288c2&128c&2) h&(288c+8)>0.
Consider the upper branch F+ of the curve determined by the equation
F(h, w)=0 (see Fig. 3). Let us denote by F+(h) the corresponding function.
Fig. 3. The relative positions and geometric forms of curves 1c , G+ , and F+.
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It is easy to see that F+(h)<G+(h) for h # (&4, 0) (to verify this, we can
take for example a broken line 1 which goes successively through points
S=(&4, 16c+3), (&1, 12c+2) and (0, 12c+2) and then check that it lies
entirely below G+ and above F+). This yields that G+ as well as the point
(h , w ) lie in the region F(h, w)>0. Hence wc$$$(h )>0, a contradiction.
Therefore wc(h) is convex whenever it is increasing. This implies (27) has
no more than two zeros for c>0, a<0. Lemma 9 is proved. This finishes
the proof of Theorem 1.
Appendix
In the first part of this appendix we prove Lemma 1. Below we calculate
in detail the formula for J3 only. The remaining relations can be obtained
in a similar way. After we change the variables according to (4) in the
integral J3 , we get (omitting the subscript 1)
J3(h)=
2
27 ||H<h
y(3&x)
(3&x)2& y2 _(3&x) ln
3&x+ y
3&x& y
+2y& dx dy. (A1)
Let us denote for short by L(x, y) the logarithm included in (A1). Applying
Stokes’ formula to this integral, we have
J3(h)=
1
54 |$(h) [ y
2L2(x, y)&4y(3&x) L(x, y)] dy. (A2)
We next integrate by parts in the first integral in (A2) and using that
dL(x, y)=&[2xy dx+2x(3&x) dy]h on $(h), become to
J3(h)=
2
27 |$(h)
y3
3h
L(x, y)[xy dx+x(3&x) dy]& y(3&x) L(x, y) dy.
Replacing in the last integral y2=R(x) (see (5)), we further obtain
J3(h)=
2
27 |$(h) L(x, y) _
x
3h
R2(x)+
x(3&x)
6h
R(x) R$(x)&
3&x
2
R$(x)& dx
=
1
27 |$(h) L(x, y) _
2h
x2
&
9
x
+33&19x+3x2& dx.
Integrating once again by parts and applying the same procedures, we get
J3(h)=
1
27h |$(h) [54(1&x) ln x+54&8h&414x+435x
2
&119x3+12x4] y dx.
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Finally, using the recurrence relations between Ik(h) (see (7)), we obtain
the needed formula.
Below we prove Lemma 5 using elementary calculations. The first terms
of the asymptotic expansions in (19) are obtained by a direct calculation
of the corresponding integrals at h=0. To compute the second terms, we
write R(x) as R(x)=(x&*)(+&x)(&&x)x where the roots *<+<& have
the following asymptotics near h=0:
*=&h9+O(h2), +=3&- &h3+O(h), &=3+- &h3+O(h).
Given a smooth function f , denote F(h)=$(h) f (x) y dx. Next, using that
2xyyh=1 on the oval $(h), we get the following (below t denotes equality
modulo functions that are bounded in a neighborhood of h=0):
F $(h)=|
$(h)
f (x)
2xy
dx=&|
+
*
f (x) dx
- x(x&*)(+&x)(&&x)
= &|
1
*
&|
+
1
t &
f (*)
- (+&*)(&&*) |
1
*
dx
- x(x&*)
&
f (+)
- +(+&*) |
+
1
dx
- (+&x)(&&x)
t
f (*) ln *
- (+&*)(&&*)
+
f (+) ln(&&+)
- +(+&*)
t
f (0) ln |h|
3
+
f (3) ln |h|
6
.
Taking f =1 and f =x2 we get the second and third equality in (19). To
obtain the first one, we proceed with f =(x&1) ln x as above, making
slight modifications because f is not differentiable at the origin.
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